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1 Introduction

The full paper [3] of this extended abstract presents an architecture for dynamic reconguration of complex
services, in which the enactment is automated, and the matching of services is not limited to a pre-determined
set of matchers and repositories. The proposed architecture consists of three, previously developed, compo-
nents: the CoWS template-based reconguration service [4],the Knoogle MatchMaker service [1], and the
Triana workow enactment engine [2]. This architecture has the following innovative aspects: 1) automated
adaptation of complex services, which is more exible than existing approaches based on replacing failing
instances of services within a workow, 2) use of heterogeneous components that may be both local and
distributed, and 3) dynamic selection of matchers and repositories.

Web services provide uniform access to software capabilitywith well-defined interface descriptions, and
provide some limited options for semantic annotation. Manytimes, however, a single web service does not
provide the precise functionality required for a specific application, therefore web services often need to
be combined to form a complex service. If one web service fails, the continuity of the complex service
is threatened. Instance-based replacement approaches offer one possible solution, but are limited to the
availability ofexact(function and interface equivalent) replacement services.

Current research allows automated handling of failing services, but is often limited to instance replace-
ment, for example by using late binding. The number of services available is large, but dispersed over
different repositories, as different communities build and collect services. Even the design and deployment
approaches may vary, for example, between Service OrientedArchitecture/Grid and Peer-to-Peer based de-
ployments.

The approach presented in this paper focuses on automated template-based reconfiguration of anno-
tated web services, using (i) a discovery infrastructure with dynamic matcher service selection, repository
selection and service policy specification, and (ii) a workflow enactment engine capable of handling het-
erogeneous components. This combination provides a fully automated reconfiguration service that can be
used without human intervention. The resulting architecture enables: (i) automated service reconfiguration
based on constraints that have been previously defined by a user; (ii) an openmatching architecture that
allows multiple matching mechanisms to be used, on a set of user-defined repositories—this is particularly
useful to enable application-specific matchers to co-existalongside generic matchers based on term syntax;
(iii) generality through integration with a workflow enactment engine, so that the approach can be combined
as a component within an existing workflow.
The architecture for this approach is depicted in Figure 1, combining (i) the CoWS template-based web
service reconfiguration, (ii) the Knoogle matchmaker, and (iii) the Triana enactment engine. CoWS is an
automated template-based approach to reconfiguration of complex web services, in which the scope of the
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Figure 1: Architecture for dynamic service composition andenactment.

adaptation is adjustable. In addition CoWS enables reasoning on the effect of the replacement of a service
in relation to the properties of the complex service.

Knoogle offers a brokerage framework that can be used to deploy partially or fully-configured brokers
that query multiple service repositories, employ multiplematching services and apply pre-defined or bespoke
selection policies.

Triana is a problem-solving environment designed for both the creation and execution of workflow
graphs. Execution of these graphs can be done both locally and via a distributed enactment process (using
Triana servers). Enabling enactment of reconfigured services in Triana allows integration of heterogeneous
components and both local and distributed management of theexecution of the services.

2 Conclusions

Integrating three systems in the manner described makes theapproach more complex to use, as it is generally
required for a user to specify: (i) service description; (ii) selection policy; (iii) choice of suitable matchers;
(iv) list of repositories to search. However, some of these can be pre-configured—such as (ii), (iii) and (iv).
Currently, approaches to automated service composition (as outlined in the full paper) are limited, either
due to their lack of adaptability to specific application domains, or their overall complexity of use. By
allowing different levels of system configuration, and enabling some of these to be pre-specified (not by an
end user, but an application/system administrator), we believe it is possible to balance complexity of use
with generality of the overall approach.
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